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ABSTRACT

The attenuation of radar signals due to absorp~ion by
atmospheric oxygen and water vapor has been calcula•ed
for a surface-based radar as a function of the target r.nge
and elevation angle, for frequencies in the range 10C. to
10,000 megacycles, employing the theory of Van Vleck.
Thc results ;. c presented in the form of curves that are
especially a d a V t c d to use in calculating radar maximum
range. Limitations rof the theory, particularly in the assign-
ment of values tn the line-breadth factors and in the detaiw,
of the col)ision-broadening formulas are discussed. It is
concluded that these limitations are not likely ta produce
serious errors. Comparison is made with attenuation ca1-
cul.'..o:-: made by others for ray paths through the entir,
atmopshere.

PROBLEM STATUS

The work described in this report is a part of a more
c o m p r e h e n s i v e and continuing project. This is a final
report on this phase of the report.

A UTHORIZATION

NRL Problem R02-05
Projects RF 001-02-41-4001 and SF 001-02-02

BuShips No. S-1914
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CURVE,` OF ATMOSPHERIC-ABSORPTION LOSS
FORt USE IN RADIAR RANGE CALCULArIoN

INTRODUCTION

To calculate the range of a radar system, or the signal strength at a distant point for
any ,xtdto system, it is necessary to know the amount of loss Incurrea by absorptIo in thP.
propagation medium. If the propagation path is in the earth's atmoxphere, this loss is due
primarily to the oxygen and water-vapor molecules, when there is no preelpilatlon.

The theory of radio-wave absorpticn by oxygen and water vapor has been worked out
by Van Vleck (1,2). By means of his equations the absorption per unit distance may be
calculated as a function of the wavelength, pressure, and temperature. What is needed
for prpctical radio applications, however, is the to al attenuation for a specified propaga-
tion path over which the pressure and temporature may vary.

Calculations have becni made by others at some frequencies and ray angles for attenu-
ation of radio waves through the entire atmosphere. Those of Bean and Abbott (3) are
applicable to 3cattel -propagation links at the frequencies 100, 300, 3000, 10,000, 22,200,
32,500, and 50,000 megacycles, but are not directly applicable to radar calculations at
ranges within the atmosphere. Hogg (4) has also calculated the absorption through the
entire atm-,.Phere at several elevation angles and at frequencies above 500 megaoeycler.
but theF- results are also not applicable to radar targets inside the atmosphere.

To determine the attenuation starting with the Van Vleck equations for each specific
ease of radar range calculation would be excessively tedious. The objective of the present
work has been to imake calculations for ray paths at a number of elevation angles for
typical atmospheric conditions, assuming one terminal of the path to be near the ground.
The frequency range of interest is taken to be 100 to 10,000 megacycles. The results are
presented in the form of curves from which the total attenuation may be read directly as
a function of the total path length (range), for a number of elevation angles from zero to
10 degrees, and for a number of frequencl.s within the range of interest. The absorption
at intermediate angles and frequencies may be estimated by interpolation.

The attenuation is given for the r.dar case of two-way transit of the specified pat'..
How.ever, the curves may be used also for one-way propagation by taking half the dec ;ei
values shown for the indicated range. These curves are presented as Figs. 1a to If. The
text of this report describes the procedure by which these curves were obtaiid.

As workers in the microwave physics field are aware, there is some uncertainty* as
to whether the Van Vleck-Weisskopf collision-broadenr-g formula is expacty correct at
frequencies far removed from resonance, and whether the pressure dependence of the
line breadth is linear. Questions also exist concerning the correct values of the line-
breadth constants for both oxygen and water vapor (6).

The seeming disregard of these uncertainUes in publishing the calculations presented
in this report is based on the following philosophy. Thai 6.here is l-ne attenuation of
radio waves by the atmosphere is unquestioned. The radio or radar engineer is confron.ted
with the choice of either issuming that the attenuation does not exist, or of making calcula-
tions based on the best information that is available. The present report is simply 2L
attempt to do the latter.

See Pef. 2. p. 431, for example, ea-i also Ref. 5.

I
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Some of the possible inaccuracies of the calculations are discussed In the report.
Also, calculations of others in which similar assumptions are made are compared and,
where comparable, the results are found to be In reneral agreement (3,4). It is believed
thnt whatever criticism may be made on theoretical grounds, the curves presented herein
are undoubtedly a better basis for mating radar range calculations than has hithertr, beeza
generally available to the engineer. Also, they may scrve as a model for the form in
which improved information ehould be presented for engineering use.

The curves are culculated for a particular condition of the atmosphere, and hence do not
apply exactly to all possible conditions. They are meant to be used for general radar range
calculation, rather than for specific times and places, and for this purpose the adoption of
a particular atmosphere as standard is of course necessary. The absnrption values for
other atmospheric conditions ire, however, not greatly different, especially at the lower
frequencies. Above 3000 megacycles, however, the varlatika in water-vapor content of
the atmosphere may result In appreciable variation of the absorption.

The report of Bean and Abbott (3) prov'.des an excellent indication ot the variability to
be expected. Below 1000 megacycles, the variation shown for w!dely different atmospheric
conditions is of the order of 0.1 to 0.5 decibels, for a 300-mile scatter-propagation ray
path. From 1000 to 10,000 megacycles the variation increases gradually to slightly more
than one decibel. The range of atmospheric conditions considered was from those of
Washington, D. C., in August to those of Bisurck, N. D., in February. No doubt a some-
what greater variabi'ity would be encountered for greater differences in geographic
latitude.

The work reported here was performed in 1958-59, and was originally presented as
a paper (7) at the URSI-IRE meetings in Washington, D. C., on May 6, 1959. The present
report contains essentially the same information as the original paper except for additional
notes and comments on the probable accuracy and applicability of the results, and com-
parison with rasults calculated by others.

The curves for radar attenuation by the atmosphere were also included in an NRL
Memorandum Report (8), "Interim Report on Basic Pulse-Radar Ma--dmum-Range Calcu-
lation." and will be included In a more complete report on this subject that is in
preparation.

THE VAN VLECK THEORY

Absorption of radio waves in the normal atmosphere is due to the magnetic dipole
moment of the oxygen moieeule and the electric dipole moment of the water-vapnr
molecule. The resonance 1"•es due to qusintum-energy-state transitUona are br•tdened
by the effect of molecular collisions, so that even though the resonances are in the
millimeter-wavelength region, some absorption oceurs Pt frequencies far removed from
resonance. In addition, the oxygen molecule has a nonresonant component of absorption.

Equation for Oxygen Absorption

The Van Vleck equation for oxygeu in a form essentially the same as used by Bean
and Abbott (3) is
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0;'2 1'1.704 prT- 2 (I f 12
)0 0 r f- 2 * [1.7U4 x 10- pT" 2 (A1)1j 2

11.704 pT- 1t 2 
(2'1A)2

(o- ;,)2 4 [1.704 x 10-2 pT-1/ 2 (;gV)2j2

01.704 pT-t,'2 (AW)V1 'f(1,0 . ,)2 70 x 10-12 TIT-1/2 (n))

The symbols are defined as follows:

- oxygen absosplion. decibels per kilometer

- wave numhar, cm-1 (reciprocal of wavelength, cm)*

- resonance wave number !or oxygen, 2 cm-1

Sline-breadth constant at sea leve for nonresonant part of absorption, cm'l

(A-)2 - line-breadth constant at sea level for resonant part co absorption, cm-t

- atmospheric pressure, millibars

T - atmospheric temperature, degrees Kelvin.

In Eq. (1), the temperature and pressure dependence of the line breadth is expressed
by the terms in square brackets. Van Vlec" mentions that the pressure dependence is
subject to some uncertainty; it may not be quite linear. However, he deduces that the
linear assumption is the best one to make until or unless experiments indicate a deiinite
preference for another law.

The first term of the equation gives the nonresonant part of the absorption, while t$.
second two give the resonance absorption. The second and third ferms are the so-called
structure factor of the collision-brozdened resonance line at &o = 2 cm-1 (f = 60,000
megacycles). As Van Vleck points out, at frequencies near resonance, the s."-.ond term
predominates, and the third term is often omitted; however, it must be included when
frequencies appreciably removed from resonance are to he considered, as they are here.

The wave-number notation employed by spectroscopists somnetimnes causes confusion.
In some of the literature :he symbol P' is defined as the frequency. The line-breadth
wavy,-number constants arp- then designated AwIt . where e is the velocity of electro-
magnetic propagation, 3 x 1010 cm/sec. Here, however, the symbol t, dennten the wave
number, to which the wavelength X , and the frequency t are related as foliows:

I, .k = ./e . Hence, _f e
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The valo:.; t, bW used for (,..)I and ( *')2 cannot readily be' determined theoreticaill,.
Vai Vleck eotcIuded tOat the best choice on the basis of experiments was i' -x 0.02 cnlS .
Be-an and Abbott (3), on the basis oi more recent experiments, adopted tMe values (I-)
0.018 cm-r and (>- = 0.05 cm-'. There latter values have bX-en used in the calcuilatlons
made nere. Subseqt.entiy, however, information from various sources has indicated that
the value .\ý = 0.02 (,n m' is probably still the best eh-iice, and that rno distinction should be
mad. between (Ai) and (.ai). Fortunatelv, the calculated values of absorption in the
frequency region (J interest here depend primarily on the value choseti for(At ),, so that
the results giveii here do not differ appreciably from those that would be calculated for
N: = 0.02 cm-'. 1M•,revoer, the measurements on which the determination of AV is based
are all subject to a considerable experimental error, so that there would tiot be much
justification for revising the calculations. (That is, the results calculated here do not
differ from those that wotild *", caiculated using (, ")I = (6v)2 r 0.02 cm-1 by more thani
the experimental error that is inherent in using any value of Av that might be chosen on
the basis of present knowledge.)

The dependence of the absorption on the values chosen for (Av) 1 and (twy is quite
complicated, as inspection of the equation shows. The effect or using different values ip
the frequency range below 10,000 megacycles is best indicatei by the following approxi-
mation, wtHich is dc,',wed in Appendix A:

= .Oi2 0. 5 (AV/) 2  (2)S=U.90911 P ••)x

T5/2+ 2.L 10-4 O 
2 p2 T-1 (A•) 12L

where x is the wavelength ir, centimetors ( = iv) and Yo is the absorption i' decibelb
per nautical mile. At X = 3 cm (corresponding to f = 10,&00 megacycles, the upper fre-
quency linii. ý,' L;ic rarge considered), the net eflect of using the values (&'), = 0.018
and (AV)2 = 0.05 is about a 1-percent decrease in the value of Yo at sea level, compared
to using (AV)I = (V 2 = 0.02. At the lower frequency limit of 106 megacycles (X = 300 cm),
the only value that has appreciable effect is (AV), . At sea level, the effect of using (AM),
= 0.018 rather than 0.02 is to increase the value of )02 about 10 percent at this frequency.
At higher altitudes and higher frequencies the effect is smaller.

Equation (2) was used to calculate the oxygen absorptoiui in the range 100 to 10,000
megacycles.

Equation for Water-Vapor Absorption

Compared to the oxygen attenuation, the absorption by the water-vapor content of the
air is negligible below 3000 megacycles, and between 3000 maid 10,000 megacycles its effect
is minor though not negligible.

The equation for the water-vapor attenuation, as given by Bean and Abbott (3) is

=11x0rp,, [1.689 x 10-2 pT-1/2 (..,.') 3]

2 z0 -".1 0- T v)2 + [1.689 x 10-2 pT-1/2 (AV)3] 2

, .10-2 pT's (•) 1  --

( Lt + v~)2 + (1.689 X 10 -2 n ' 1 /2  ( Av) i2

S3.471 x 10 - T il.689 x 10- 2 PT-1* (N,) 4 ] (3)S~T
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where the symbols that also appear in Eq. (1) !%ave the same meanings; the additonal
symbols are def.!ned as follows:

,it2 - water-vapor- absorption, decibels per kilometer

- water-vapor density, grams per cubic meter

- 0.742 cm-1. wave number corresponding to the water-vapor resonance

at A - 1.35 cm (f= 22,200 megacycles)*

(.> )3 - line-breadth constant for the 22,200-megacycle resonance line

- an effectlve line-br-adtl. constant for the aggregate effect of resonance
lines above 22,200 megacycles.

The first two terms of this equa,:jn are for the resonance absorption at 22,200 megx-
cycles 3 1 = 0.742 cin"') whilp the third term is an approximation for the ,iet effect of
numerous higher frequency absorption lines.

The line-bre.qdth constants (Az) 3 and ('W) 4 were esUmated to have the value 0.1 cm"1,
by Van Vleck (2). On the basis of more recent measurements it has lieen concluded (4)
that the composite effect of the higher frequency lines Is better represented by using a
value (s,) = 0.3 cm"1. Stralton and Tolbert have discussed this matter (6) and conclude
that additional measured values of water-vapor absorption in the millimeter wave region
are higher than predicted by the Van Vleck-Weissk-,pf equation using either of thesc
values of ('\)4 . The general impression given is that reliable calculation of the water-
vapor absorption is not possible at present.

Fortunately, as previously men toned, the water-vapor absorption is Insignificant
below 3000 megacycles and is only relatively minor factor between 3000 and 10,000
megacycles. Therefore, while this :omponent of the total atmospheric absorpUon should
be taken into account, the exact values of the constants used in the water-vapor equatio:
do not aifect tie total absorption significantly except at low elevation angles above 3000
megacycles.

The calculations resulting in the curvcs of this report are based on the values (&3
and ('^J') 4 equal to 0.1 cm-'.

Equation (3) may be written in a ziure convenient lorm by collecting the commo-
factors, inserting the value v, = 0.742 cm"1, writing 1/k in place of ,, and multiplyinh; by
1.852 to give the absorption in decibels per nautical mile:

"H 0 3.165 x 10-6 CP2 I

T3 /2 L(I - 0.742 X)2 ÷ 2.853 x IC-6 ý,2 p2 T-1

1 3.43-](4

(1 + 0.742 .)2 - 2.853 x 10-6 X1 p2 T.-i 2

The best value ior this resonance line. according to Van Vleck (2). is a measurement by
Townes and Merritt giving the value X !.3481 cm, from which ' 0.7418.
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OUT LINE OF CALCUt.LATION PROCEDURE

Equ'mit•ns (2) and (4) were used ta calculate the curve. cf Fig. 2, showing absorption
in decibels per nautical mile as a fun-tion of altitude. The values of pressure, temper-
ature, and water-vapor density used in this calculation are shown in Table 1. The pros-
sure and temperature values are the ten-year averages prior to 1956 for April in
W-shngton. P. C. The water-vapor valies are the ten-year averages prior to 1945.
These dAta were ,ihtainc•. front B. Ratner uf the U.S. Weather Bureau.

Table I
Atmosphere Characteristics Used

for Absorption Calculations

Altitude Pressure Temperature Water-VaporDensity
(ft) (millibars) (0 K) (It/Ms)

0 1015 285.1 6.18
2,500 927 282.8 4.93
5,000 842 278.5 3.74

10,000 692 270.0 2.01
20.000 460 ?50.5 0.34

30,00 295 227.5 0.05
40,000 183 214.5 <0.01
60,000 68 213.0
80,OOC 26 220.5

Figure 2 gives the absorption per unit distance, -y, as a function of altitude, h. What
is Yvanted is the total absorption, .A, along a two-way ray path from the radar to the target
and return. This total absorption is the integral of y along the ray path. The gecmetry of
the problem is shown by Fig. 3.

The first step in solving this problem is to obtain curves for - as a function of the
distance (or range), R, along a ray path of particular initial elevation angle, 8. This was
done using values of altitude vs range calculated by J. R. Bauer et al. of the M.I.T. Lincoln
Laboratory (9) for atmospheric characteristics approximately the same as those shown in
Table I.* The resulting curves are of the type of Figs. 4a and 4b. These curves were then
integrated to obtain the values of attenuation, -. !ording to the formulaIs;

A(R1:.3,X,) !-- 2 1 -(R; ,. X.) Mi (5)

0

where the factor 2 on th~c ri&,ht-4,.•nd side accounts for 0.1e two-way traverse of the propa-
g~ttion path by. radar signals.

The integration was perf3rmed numerically, using Simpson's rule, for each of six
elevation angles and for each of seven frequencies. Since Simpson's rule requires only
the ordinate values at regularly spaced intervals, it was not actually necessary to plot
each of the 42 curves of the type of Figs. 4a and 4b. The final results are plotted in Figs.
la to lf. Appendix B contains tabulations of the computed values for the various ."tebs of
the calculations, as well as the final results from which Fig. I is plotted. ApipUcatim, of
these results to radar range calculation ii discussed in Appendix C.

Additional discussion oi the radio-ray ranre-height-an~le relationh•ip is cc klained in
FBef. 1 P.
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E4SCUSSION OF RESULTS

At the frequencies and elevation angles where comparison is possible, the r-.ults
calculated here arc In general agreement with those calculated by Bean and Abbott (3)
for two-way transmission through the entire atmosphere, and by fogg (4) for cue-way
transmission through the entire atmosphere. Hogg's absorption figures are somewhat
higher than tho~se reported here, Increasingly so as the frequency Is incrcased. Pit-
sumably, this Is due primarily to the differences In values of the constants used In
calculatinj; the water-vapor absorption. As Table I indicates, the value of water-vapor
density at sea level was assumed to be 6.18 grams per cubic meter, while Hogg assumed
a value of 10 grams per cubic meter. Also, Hogg used the value (.,)4 0.3 wbereas here
the value (h,) 4 = 0.1 was used. Both of these differences would cause Hogg's values to
be somewhat higher than those calculated here.

A possible furth#r factor is Hogg's assumption of a lizear decay of water-vapor
density with altitude, while here a more nearly exponential decay was assumed. Also,
Hogg assumed a ray path based tEn linear decay of the refractive index with altiu-he (the
"4/3-earth's curvature" model', whereas here Bauer's negative-exponential model of
re.fra-siv4 Ind'ir decay (9) was assumed. The for-mer mdcl results in a 1ower-alLitude
path for a given initial ray angle, hence slightly greater absorption.
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As mnentionied previously, the choice of (,.a ) - 0.3. used by Hogg, !z probablypjref-,, -,le to he value (.%,,4 = 0.1 as used here, hut the theoretical and experimental basis
!or this was not deemed sufficiently firm tto justify revising the calculatims.

The: %(!"-ievel value of p,, the water-vapor density, tI an extremely variable quantity,
ranging from less than 3 to above 20 grams per cubic meter (3), depending upon tUe
season and locality. Therefore, the appropriate value to uge !or a purpose such as the
present one is a value arbitrarily accepted as standard. There Is apparently some agree-
ment (6) on the value 7.5 grams per cubic meter as a standard. However, this differs so
shigihtiy irom the value 6.18 used here (considering the relatively minor role of the water-
vapor absorption at frequencies below 10,000 megacycles) that recalculation using this
value was not deemed to be worthwhile.

The somewhat surprising thir ; about the values calculated is the appreciable absorption
at frequencies of the order at 3000 inegacycles and below, at low angles. Until rather
recently it has been customary to .ssume that atmospheric absorption is negligibLe at these
freaueners. T'1,.hc stimulus fur makeig the present calculations, on which work was begun
several years ago, was primarily the thought that the greater range of modern radars
might make the absorption significant. But, -is Fig. la shows, the a1:.orption is signifi-
cant even at moderate ranges, because the greater part of the loss occurs in the part of
die ray path lying in the re•itively dense lower atmosphere. The loss does not increa--e
very greatly with range alter the first 200 miles; in fact, about 50 to 70 percent of it
(depending or. the frequency) occurs in the first 1^3 miles. There is practically no addi-
tional absorptlon when the ray paih is above 60,000 feet.

Even at 300 megacycles the loss is as much as a decibel at zero elevatcn -Ane abc-.-
200-mile range, a not-insignificant amount. Admitted),, the accuracy of the calculated
abaorptlon at these low frequencies Is questionable, but it seems preferable to use these
calculated values in making radar range calculations than to assume that there is no
absorption.
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"APPENDIX A

DERIVATION OF AN APPROXIMATION FOR THE
AMORPTION BY OXYGEN

The approxlmation to be derived is based on Eq. (1), and is for use at frequencies
below 10,000 megacycles. Equation (1) may be written in the following form, by combining
the numerical constants and the pressure-temperature terms in the numerators, by using
the reciprocal of wavelength (VA) in place of the wave number, and by taking vo - 2 cm-1
(no approximation is involved thus far)-

0. 4909 P2

X° ) 2 TS/ 2 [/12 * A2 (&,)12

__ __ _ __ _ +I

(2-l/X) 2 + A2 (&.)22 (2 + 1/X)2 + A2 (AV)2

where A = 1.704 x 10"2 pT1/ 2 . Since A - 1 at sea-level temperature and pressure, and
is otherwise less than one, and since 0 2)2 is1 0.0025 for 002 = 0.05, then A2 (Av) 22 10
of negligible magnitude compared to (2 t 1/X2 ) for all values of X > 3 cm. lrere-Jr.e,
the term A2 (AV) 2 may be dropped from the denominators of the seeond two terms of the
equation. The entire expression may then be rewritten as follows:

= 0.4909 2 TS/2 I/h + A2 (AY72)

x 1 + [•2 I/X2 + A2 (&,)12 +
((2--)) (2 + ./•A-)TI

The quantity

12 - I/X)2 + (2 + 1/-)2]

may be written

2(4 ' 1/.k2][(4 -1/K 2 )'J

It the approximation (4 t 1/K2
) =_ 4 is made this expression Is equal to 1/2, with a muxi-

mum error of about 5 percent, at ). = 3 cm. This results in a maximum error in the value

13
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"2 of only about 0.5 percent at 3 cm. ALsn, the term A2  ,1, ,eiglbecmpared to I and may be omitted. Tho reaulstg expression isp r 1
:" 0.4909 --

0 T°P2 I L/w2 * A2 ('P,')1

[I j decibels per kilometer

Cl

S --0.90 .c 2 A )

°2 TS/2 L 2.904 x 10-4 p2 k2 T-r (Z.,) 2

F (..) / 00 decibels per nautical Iri.e.

r 2k2  J

This is Eq. (2), which ;nay be used to calculate o0 2 with negligible difference from
Eqo. (1) in the frequency range below 10,000 megacycles.

I ___________________________________________________



APPENDIX B

SOME DETAILS AND NUMERICAL RESULTS
OF THE CALCULATIONS

The approximation formula for oxygen ab~orpttgn, Eq. (2j, gives the following results
at the particular altitudes for which pressure and temperature are given In Table 1.
Writing the equation In the form

I 2 3(' 9
lY 2 ( 0 X.2) •2

the result- are:

Altitude (feet) P Q

0 1.227x!,D"* 3.398x10"4
2,500 1.045x10" 2  2.858x10-4

5,000 8.964x10"s 2.395x10-4

10,000 6.539xI0"s 1.669xIO04

20,000 3.485x10"' 7 .94 5x10 "'

30,000 1.824x10"3 3.599x10-9

40,000 8.129x104 1.468x40"

60,000 1.143x104 2.042x40"0

80,000 1.532x10"s 2.884x10"1

Quantities occurring In the water-vapor abscrption equation, Eq. (4), hxve the fol-
lowing values at these altitudes:

Altitude (feet) 3.165x10"6 2.853x10"8
x(pp'/T9'/s) x p2T"

0 4.184x10"' 1.031x10"2
2,500 2.818x10-3 8.671x10-

5,000 1.804x10-3 7.26410-2

10,000 6.871x10'4 5.062x103

20.000 5.744x10"5  2.410x10-

As will be seon on the next page. values
above 20,000 feet result in negliUgible
water-vapor absorption.

15
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Ihese result-c lead to the value8 of o a &sd li, 0 sted in the two tableso that fuiJows:

IAltitude - - Oxygen Abeiorptioui, yo, (decibels per nautical mile)
(feet) 100 Mc 200 Mc 300 Me 600 Mc 1000 Mc 3000 Me [l0,000M~c

0 3.93xl101 1.4 2x1 -3 2.79410s 6.64x10'3 9.40x10 - 1. 20xl10' l.4l10-2

2,500 3.87x10 -' l.41xI0-" 2.71410 3 6.llxlO_' 8.31x10-3 IO1.04xJO1 20X10'2

5,000 3.94x10 4 1.40x10 - 2.64x10 - 5.60410- 7.37x10'2 8.88xl0-' 1,l03410-

10,000 4.05x10-4 1.38x10 3 2.45x103- 4.60x10-' 5.69xI0 53 8.52xI10' I 7.53zI0'2

20,000 4.29x10- 1.25x10' l1.94XI.0-3 2.90x10' 3.25x10-3 3.5i14 ' " .02x10'31

30,000 4.30x10 'l 1.01xI10 2  l.34Xl0-3 l.67x10 3 1.77xI0-3 1.8Ux103 2,tlxlO2

4,0 5x1 6.llxlO'" 7.09x10-4 ;.84XI0' 8.02X10~ 8.23X10' 9.38xI10

60,000 9.68xl0-' 1.09x10O4 IJ1.ix0- 1.U14x10 IJU~1O- 1.16x'O~ 1.32xI0 -
[80,000 l.49xl10 I.,52x10_5 I.5310-" 1.53x10- I 1.53x10 5  .53XI xO

Altitude Water-Vapor Absorption, -y. (decibels per nautical mile)
(feet) <1000 Mc 1000 Mc 3000 Me 10,000 Y_-

0 3.Ux105 3.01x1-4 4.62x10'2

2iN negligible negligible 2.03xI0'" 3.16XI1'

5,000 1.30xI0-4 2.06z10-2

10,000 4.95x10-5  7.76xlDX4

2000 4JU410-6 8.55X10'1

>20,000 J1negligible negligible

Ilhe values for y. used to plot Fig. 2 ate obtained by adding the values !n the preceding
two tables.

The values of ordinates of the -r(R; 0.X) curves, of the type of Fig. 4, are given In the
following table:
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~.iiige Alt. IAttenuation (db p.'r .iautical mile)

TuIn) etJ10Mcj200 Mc 1 300 Me 1 60 c 10 ý ý FLO00m
___Ze ra-Degree Ray ____

001 3.09Zx104 l.42x10'- 2.79xI10 2 6.64,c1C'j 9.40xlO2 I.23x10-2 I .87x10'"

20 346 3.92X10' l1.42x1V'- 2.78xl10 2 6.60xI10 3 9.20x 13 -31.21xl0~z 1i.s2Xl0-

40 1,147 3.90x10-4 1.42x10- 2.75x10' -3.40x10- 8.90x 10 -' l.16x1-' 2 l.70x10_2

60 2,48G 3.87x10-4 1.41xJ0-3 2.71x10 3 6.11xl10' 8.31x10 " I LO6x102" 1.52x102'
80 4,373 3.90x10' I140xI0 2.5x0 5.70xI10 - 7.60x1 -J 9.40x10 l .31%10-2

100 6,817 3.98x10' 1.40x 10-3 2 .57xlO-3 5.20xlOQ3 6.60x 10 -"8.00xlO' l.C7xlO -z

120 9.832 4.07x10-4 1 .38x0 2.46ix16 2
- 4-fiOxIO-' 5.70xI0 2 6.62x102' 8.40x102'

160 17,629 4.29x10-' 1.29x10'- 2.08xIl0" 3.25x10-' 3.7,x 10 - 4.O5xIO - 4.88xlO-

200 27,882 4.39x 10-4 1.07x1-3 1.49x10 1901 2.03x10-' 2.13x10 -2 2.40xlp-

250 44,320 2.89x10'- 4.29.-1A0 - 4.30x10 4 4.87x10 4- 5.30410 54,10-4 6.20r.10'

300 64,932 6.00x 10 -5 6.65x10- 6.90x10-'5 7.00xI10' 7.OOXIO 7.O0xlO - 8.15jc10'5

330 79,348 1.58xl10' l.63x10 -s l.64x10-5 1.f15XIO- l1.65xt0 -' IXUIx10ý 1.9 xlO-

_____________ _______0.5-Degree Ray ____ ________

0 0 0-43.93x10 1.42x10O J 2.79xl10 8.64x10- 9.40x10-3 l.23xl10 2 I.87x102O-
20 1,408 3.89xl10q 1.42x 10-3 2.73x10-1 j6.35x1023 8.70x102 j l.13xl102  1.67x102'
40 3,276 3.89xl10 I 1.41x0 2.70xI102 5.95x1'f 3 7.99x10-' I 00'r10' 1.43x10-'

60 5,695 3.95xlO"1.0 xI' .D,- .5 10-3t) 720lO- 8Wl-' .:I
80 8,680 4.00xl104  1.38xl0 2.60x10 3 5.45xI0 3 ?.05xI10 8.160x10 jI.30xlO.-

100 12.243 4.15x104" 1.36xl10' 2.35x10-' 4.16xI102 5.02xl0-3 5.70x10 I17.110xl-
10 16.401 4.27x10'" 1.30xl10' 2.13xl103  3.43xl10' 4.00x]10 4.37xl!V3 5.30,I0_3

160 26,562 40I- 11I3 .7I- .5l- .0l- .3I- 6xbj
200O 39.278 13.bOX10- 4 84xO475xO134xO'8WI- .0.0 .OI

250 58,903 _1.0xO 1.2xl103 1.5710 2Oxl tY' 1.6 2- .20xlO'1 .~283x14' 1.47xl1W"
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flange Alt. Attenuation (db p'-r n~tatical -nile)

*~..utmO(ld) 100 Me 200 Mc 300 Mc 600 Mc "f'10 Mc 100Mc 1,00M

______ _____ 1~~-DegreeRy ____ ________

O0 0 3.93xl10 4 1.42x10-' 2.79x10' 6.64410 3 9.40xI103 f .23x10'3 1.87xl10"
j2.70 3.8x1'' .4XI(fl 2.?x0 8.10X10-3 Is.30x10-3 j1.06X10I 1.53XIO

40 15,405 3.95x 104 1.40x10-3 I2.61x103 5.50x102 7.15x10'3 1 8.7RxI10 1  1.20xl10'

60 8,901 4 .03X10' 4 1.38x10-3 2.50xIO_3 4.80X10-3 6.)0x10-3 l7.O3xl0- 9.00x1O0'

80 12.982 i.1!,AO-4 1.35x101 I 2.30410 3 4.00x103' 4.gOX10- 3 1 5.41xI6_3 6 70x10',

100 17, 652 4.29xl10 1 L29xin- 3 2.08x10' 3.25x'10 3 3.73410 3 COUIx10 4.90xl10'

120 22,942 4.39x10-' i.19xIOY3 1.79x1&3 2.50x10-3 2.7'A%10-3 2.93xI10 2 3.394C3~

160 35,412 4.00x10 4 8.20X 10 - 9.81X10'4 l.l5xlO_ 1.l8x10_'11.22,xl03 1.17-v!6-

200 150,502 2.0GxIO - 2.55xIU-4 2.79xIY0' 2.85x]10' 2.8940-410 2.95x10'" I 3.40xlO0'

240 68,292 4.4Ix10'3 41.82x10-5 5.00410- 5.05x1Os50540"5.054TOS 5.85x1(f'

_____ ____ ______2-Degre eRy 1
0 0 3.93xI10 4 1.42x10 1 2710 3 6.644073 9.40x10' 1.23r.10-2 1.87xl10

20 4,9039010 .41x10O 2.65Y10' 5.66xlO02 7.40x103 9.30410 1.29x10 3

40 9,658 4.05x10'-4 1. 3U7 10 2.4Cx'10 - 4.65xlO0, 5.75xlO-3 6.70xl10' I8.SWxilG'
60 15,312 4.4 1- .32x10-3 2.19xl10 36tI_ 4.25xI10 3 4.69xl10Sj 5.70xI10'

-~...u,:1 A.~AU ~.axw xWi 2.9iAjdU: 3.2210 - 2x0

100 28,442 4.3RxI104 1.06x103- 1.45x][1-3 I.83xI7 10.j 96xl0- 2.05x1O_3 7!,Thlfl

IP0 35,D62 3.95x10-4 8.O0xIO -49.50x10)
4 l.l~10)XO l.13X10-1 i.18X10-3 I.32x10 '

160 53,982 I.57x10_4 1.87xl10 2.00410-4 2.05x10-' 2.06x10'" 2.15x10' 2.46x10 -

2 70,692 2.90x10-' 3.10xlO5s 3.20410 5 j .03.2 0 x .20x1 J3.20x10j .0x0
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IR~~e Alt. Attenuation (dh per nautical male)
114) Mcct 7-7j60 

-- 0 e-3M c 10 mc 1e3"0 M 0r00 Ir

5 -Degree Ray 1- -0-

W0 5,442 3.94x10- 1, 40xY !.61x10 3- 5.50x10- 7.13x10j' 8.75x10- 1.20x10O
20 10,942 4.10xl10' 1.36x103' 2.40xl10' 4.4Ox10-' 5.37x10 6.I5xIO 327.,5x1O~

30 16,592 4.217xl0 4 1.30x10'3 2.13x10-' 3.41x10-' 4.Ox0 4.35xc10' 5.25x10'

40 22,392 4.40xl10' iL.20xI1(r' 1.81xI103 2.57xl10' 2.80xIO-3 3.01x10-' 3.50x102

50 2R,342 4.39xI0' .07x0 1.46xl10' 1.@5x10-" 1.99xI10 2.08x103' 2.33x10'-

GO 34,462 4.10:.1^.- MUMx10 1.f,5x104' 1.23x 0-3 1.27x10-" 1.32xIO-- 1.48X10 3

80 47,172 2.48X10'4 3.40xl104 3.80xl10 4 3.98x10'4 41.00YI10' 4.1Ox1604 4.70xI10 4

100 60,562 9..20xI10' 1.03xd0 4 1.06xI10 4 1.08x10'4 1.1ox10-, 1.l0xi(u4 j1.26x10'-
~120 74,61 2J2.43x10- 2.60x105' 2.65x105' -. 65xlO-' 2.65xl105 2.65x105' 3.10x10

- ____ -- ____ -10-Degree Ray-

0 0 3.r.3xl10 4 L142xl03J 2.79xl10 3 6.64xl10 9.40x10- 1.23x10-2 1.87x10-2

10 W0.7,00 4. 1ON ()-4 1. 3 7Y. 0 2.492x10-3 4.43x10-- 5.45x10 6.25xIO-j 7.9OX1O-3

20 21,450 4.40x 10-4 1.18xI103 1.74x10-' 2.-,Bx10' 2.57xlO-' 2.76x 10-3 3.15x10-'
30 32,360 4 .20XI10' 9.40x 10-4 1.19xl0-3 1.42x10'3 1.49x10-3 1.54x10'3 1.73m][0O2
40 4 3,4 30 3.05x 10-4 4.60x 10--1 5.25x10' -J.65x 10-4 5 .75xI1(-4 5.9Ox10-4 6-70x 10-4

60 6 6,050 5.48.x10- 6.Mx10-s 6.0rO1 -. 25xIO's 6.25xl0-s 6.30xlO-! 7.30Ojd0t
80 89,340 5.6oxio0* 5.95x10 8.:20x10-" 6.20x10-' 6.20xI106 6.20x10-4 7.20xl10'

0 0 3.93xI104  1.42x10 O-' 2.7reeRay IO 940]O 1.23xz1 * .87l-

5 15,230 4.22xI10 1.32x10- 2.20x 10- 3.62x 10-3 4.28x10'7. 41., -x103' 5.77x10-'

10 30,512 43xl- 41.0I- 1 .31l- .1l- .7xO .7lo 2x-

20 j61,062 ;8M x10'-- 9.q xIO-s 1.00xlO-' 1.02x10-' i.0)2x11 1.03lOj 1.!! X10-4

30 11 91,42' 41.5 x10' j4.5 xIOe-' 4.5 xIO" 14.8 xIO0'j 4.8 x10-1 14.8 xIO~ 5.5 x10-'
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The va!ues obtained b$' Shpson'i Rule integration of the - (i:t;. k) funcUons, using
tle urdinAte values In the preceding tables, are as, follows (these arc the values used in
p lotting FtI. t ;. 1):

Ranf.c J Two-Way Attenuation (de,:ftclo)
(naut ml) 100 M 200 oo

Zero-Degree Ray

20 - , - 0.74

40 0.03 O.i11 0.22 0.53 0.73 0."6 1.45
60 - - - - - 2.09

80 0.06 0.23 0.44 1.01 1.40 1.81 2-,6
100 .....- - 3.13

120 0.09 0.34 0.64 1.43 .93 2.45 -

140 I .. - I _ . 3.81

200 0.16 0.54 0.97 1.95 2.53 3.10 4.32

300 0.22 0.63 1.08 2.04 2.67 3.26 4.49

0.5-Degree Ray

40 0.031 0.11 0.22 0.51 1 0.70 0.90 1.33

80 0.063 0.23 0.43 0.94 1.26 1.59 2.27
120 0.096 0.33 0.61 1.27 1.66 2.05 2.84

200 0.16 0.50 0.86 1.61 2.02 2.44 3.29

300 0.17 0.54 0.90 1.65 j 2.07 2.48 3.35

1.0- Dcgree Ray

40 f 0.0.3 0.11 0.22 0.49 0.66 0.85 1 1.23

so 0.06 0.22 0.41 0.87 1.14 1.41 1.95
126 | 0.10 0.33 0.58 1.13 1.44 1.74 2.35

200 0.16 0.45 0.74 1.33 1.65 !.95 2.60
2b0 0.17 0.46 0.75 - - - 2.61
30(: - - - - 1.66_ - "

2-Dogree Ray

40 0.031 0.11 0.21 0.45 0.60 I0.75 f 1.05
80 0.065 0.22 0.39 0.74 0.94 j k.13 1.52

120 J 0.100 0.30 0.50 0.89 110 1.30 1171
L 0.126 0.34 0.55 0.94 71 1.35 1.77

(Tabl-, Co.t inuem)
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Table (contmnued)

Ran ge Two-Way Attenuation (decibels)

(naut m) 20 c 600 Mc 1000 Me3C0,00 MW

5-Degree Ray

20 0,016 0.06 0.10 0.22 0029 0,•6 0,50

40 0.033 0.11 0.19 0.36 0.45 0.53 0.71

60 0.050 0.15 0.25 0.43 0.53 0.62 0.81

100 0.070 0.19 O.,e3 0.47 0.57 0.659 0.87

I to 0.073 0.193 0.286 0.473 0.573 0.662 0.873

_O-Degree Ray
20 0.016 0.05 0.09 0.18 0.23 0.27 0.36

40 0.033 J.09 0.14 0.24 0.29 0.33 0.43

80 0.040 t 0.10 0.15 0.25 0.30 0.34 0.44
80. (



APPENDIX C

Ar:.LICATION TO RtADAR RANGE CALCULATION

rhe monostatir single-antenna radar equation written In terms of received signaJ
p'•wer is

P F1 [P , c " F4

where the symbols are defined as follows:

P - received signal power

r t - transmitted power

G - one-way wAt.::zna gain

- target cross section

- wav1tength

L loss factor (power ratio)

F - pattern-propagration factor

R - targct range

k - constaia depending on system of units (1= i/(4i,)3 for consistent units).

The leas factor. L, has values equal to or greater than 1, and may be considered as
the product of a aystem loss factor and atmospheric attenuation loss, where the system
loss is that due to transmission line loss and the like; thus,

L=L r x O.IA

where A is the tutal atmospheric attenuation in decibels. Since A is ai function of the range,
R, of the target, the radar equation includctitg the loss A cannot be solved directly for the
range.

Two approaches to the problem are possible. If A !s relatively small, say one decibel
or less, the range may be calculated as if there were no atmospheric attenuation (A 0).
Then the atmospheric attenuaticn may be found for this value of range, from the apprupriate
graph of Figs. 1. This declbel figure may then be converted into.a .--nge ratio, and applied
to the caiculated range as a reduction factor. A convenient table of range ratios corre-
sponding to decibel gains and loises Is givon in Table Cl. The reduced range thus ob*sined
will not be rigorously correct, because the atmospheric attenuation assumed was for a
greater rAnge than the true range, but the error will be negligible for *.ttenuatlon of the
order (-,I a decibel or !esa.

22
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Af •l- AtcnUatIo'O is great enough to cause sulotanflal error with the JoregoiI4 nieuhod.
ar. iterati%,c procedure may be employed to arrive at a mort accurate range figure. The
'.rst step is to proceed a. outlined alove. After the corrected range is found, the attemn-
;0tmon corresponding to this now range figure is determined (using Figs. 1). If, this figure
dilfcrs s;uhstantially fronm the initial attenuation, a second correction is made to the range;
"this tinie It is increased by a range factor correspordliag to the difference between the
initial attenuation iLTure and the c,)rectred figure. M, pr!nc,-!e. this in turn generates a
third attenuation ;igure slightly larger then the second, and a third range correct~on may
oc r~ai, a rcductlon c0orrP-,qlI4iing In the decibel difference between the second and tird
attenuation figures. This process could In principle be cotntinued iridefinitely and the suc-
ces1'.e range figures obt,*IIed will converge to the correct value. In practiep, one or two
buch corr-.,ctions will bt- sufficient.

If very large attenuations occur, as they might nt ftequencles much higher than those
,-onsidered here, a direct one-step graphical solution for the range may be employed. On
•n• .Appropriate graph similar to Figs. 1, a plot may be made of the varlation of received
s1gr•n1 power with range according to the equation given at the beginning of this appendix.
1i F does not vary with range, this will simply be a curve of the fcrm

P. (decibels) -"0 (loglo R) + C.

The constant C is chosen so that this curve crosses tMe zero-decibel level at the range

t:alculated for no atmospheric attenuation. The razge at which this curve intersects the
appropriate atmospheric attenuation curve is the solution of the range equatlon Incledmng

the atm3spheric attenuation.

Such a curve may be plotted readily wlth thc assistance of !he radar range factors

given in Table Cl. The procedure wou!d be to determine the detection range R1, with no

atmospheric attenuation, in the usual way. A point is plotted at this range on the zero-

decibel line of the appropriate graph, Figs. 1. On the one-decibel line, the point is plotted

at range 0.9441 R1, the appropriate range !actor being found in the third column of the

table; on the two-decibel line, the point Is plotted at 0.8913 R,; etc.

A quic* method of making such calculations may be set up by plotting the attenuaton

curves on lIn-log graph paper, with the range represented on the log scale. The curve of

received power, in decibels, as a function of the range, is then simply a straight line of
slope -4. This may be plotted to the correct scale on a transparent overlay which ca;, be

positioned to cross the zero-decibel level at the no-attenuation range, and the intersL...uon
witn the attenuation curve may then be read off directly.
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Table Cl
Radar R~.g Fa.~rwef SaCo 6eustr Pane,
fro. 0 1. 48 DI£ber£ (Us 1kro. of 0 1 Docsse££

lb. tale) is v, OW4 n£. r mot. wigh an eq4.s11" ad lb. Ills. w1.,. MINO4 so Sh rangev fateoS., arms It I"g P/p . put W.a.rrabds gc jedal
boela P, 1. SIameomakr "Vet. 0 2&£4Mh #5,0, I wavive.£#lh. ." Lr...

rp a 9 ' 6I .I. is. eclia, L If.. feel... I 4s4I~efa-pro"P Mlo (241.,. and P, ,reeivd erila

M''d. 14e,. lure fu snr l ,b-tclimiso Irester Shim 40 4.. cAo be '.Almdaed Irma,
*. lal by h olb.~ n Ic4a a £rwedure: £5) buid,an 5r,mi,., abd.. a *b alm ran d4

.0ev. H4 is Ow radar tango a,.d P may be regarded Se an equivalent a tltas the power rl.eMW i IA 9W4k .aSegg£ awidiplle of 40 .0.4.) ,e..nlS. 1. A gov.ioirf
nI.r, var,,iA.. Th. ýAble a bear on lb.- ti-tloo reamiaider I-. Wase 40. 121 LAKn* up Vic rM a rloI~kr tsri~apuaedom S.. the

re m ~Adr r(3£ hd 6041gb ieelrnl psdo4 tar place fvJ e. 40 sib .oI.4riie. 4*4 In
1 ~ ~ vr~an, lctrrea...bill lo Ux. rtgo

1
.f for Gverva" at t thUSe Wit. 4.4 r radom..ple.
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